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The International Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains (IJMVSC) is a quarterly open access peer-reviewed journal that publishes articles that contribute new results in all areas of value and supply chain management. The journal provides a platform to disseminate new ideas and new research, advance theories, and propagate best practices in the management of value and supply chain management, looking across both product and service-based businesses. This will include works based in service management, logistics and distribution, operations management, process management, flow control, and customer service. The journal offers a forum in which academics, consultants, and practitioners in a variety of fields can exchange ideas to further research and improve practices in all areas of business. The International Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains (IJMVSC) seek to establish new collaborations, new best practices, and new theories in the management of both product and service-based organizations around the world.

Authors are solicited to contribute to the journal by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, surveying works and industrial experiences that describe significant advances in the areas of value and supply chain management.
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- Network Supply chain management
- Value chain management
- Analytical frameworks
- Business-to-business marketing
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Paper Submission

Authors are invited to submit papers for this journal through E-mail ijmvc@aircconline.com or through Submission System. Submissions must be original and should not have been published previously or be under consideration for publication while being evaluated for this Journal. For paper format download the template in this page.

Review Process

Submissions are accepted for review with the understanding that the same work has been neither submitted to, nor published in, another publication. Simultaneous submission to other publications will result in immediate rejection of the paper. Papers are not within the journal scope will be rejected immediately after the pre review process.

All manuscripts will be subject to a well established, fair, unbiased peer review and refereeing procedure, and are considered on the basis of their significance, novelty and usefulness to the Journals readership. The reviewing structure will always ensure the anonymity of the referees & it will be reviewed by 3 experts in the field. The review output will be one of the following decisions:

1. Accept
2. Accept with minor changes
3. weak Accept with major changes
4. Reject

The review process may take approximately two ~three months to be completed. The Editor reserves the right to reject a paper if it does not meet the aims and scope of the journal, it is not revised well.

Copy Right Form

Email the journal secretary at ijmvc@aircconline.com to receive the copy right form.

Special Issue Proposal

IJMVSC invite proposals for special issues on topics that fall within the scope of this journal. Please email your proposal to secretary@airccse.org.

Contact Us
Here's where you can reach us: ijmvc@aircconline.com
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- getCITED
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- CiteSeer^beta
- docstoc
- Scilit
- ULRICHsWEB
- ProQuest
- CNki
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